Automated Program Repair, What Is It Good For? Not Absolutely Nothing!
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1 INTRODUCTION

In 2020, operational software failures cost the U.S. economy $1.56 trillion [34]. Software debugging, testing, and verification costs account for more than $100 billion annually, between half and three quarters of the total software development budgets, taking up between a third and half of software engineers’ time [60]. Automated program repair (APR) can potentially significantly improve this situation by automatically producing patches for defects identified either via bug reports or failing tests, or both [38].

APR, by many measures, has been highly impactful. Hundreds of research papers have been written on the topic [17, 49, 50, 63] and it has been deployed successfully in industry, including at Facebook and Bloomberg [3, 31, 44, 58]. However, APR is far from omnipotent. Studies have outlined numerous shortcomings that prevent wider adoption. First, test-based APR cannot even be applied to 90% of industrial defects because the necessary bug-evidencing tests do not exist prior to a human fixing the defect [58]. Second, APR can produce patches that break untested or undertested functionality [54, 65, 69]. By some measures, fewer than 5% of the defects are actually patched correctly, when published APR tools are applied to datasets other than the ones in their original evaluations [9, 51]. Third, only 7.7% of industrial defects’ human-written patches are sufficiently localized to be considered the target of most state-of-the-art APR tools [58].

As a result, at Facebook, APR is a part of what is ultimately, a human-driven debugging process. Developers act as oracles of patch appropriateness for both internally deployed Getafix [3] and SapFix [44] APR tools. However, for some categories of bugs, only 12% of the patches Getafix produces are the same as the patches written by humans (although that rate goes up to 91% for some other categories) [3]. Further, developers judged that only 48% of the SapFix-produced patches correctly repaired the defects, and they still manually modified half of those correct patches [44]. Overall, while these tools can speed up the process of getting patches into production, it is not clear if that effect is simply a result of the tools bringing these particular defects to the developers’ attention. On the bright side, developers are quite receptive to using APR: both Getafix and SapFix were positively received at Facebook [3, 44], and a large-scale survey of professionals suggests that developers are open-minded to working with APR tools even if they often produce low-quality suggestions [59].

These observations raise a central question at the heart of understanding the value of APR:

Does the availability of automatically produced patches help developers debug?
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The answer to this question is far from obvious. As an analogy, consider the case of automated fault localization, a.k.a. automated debugging, which for more than 40 years has tackled the problem of automatically determining which source code lines are responsible for a defect [27, 82, 83]. Thirty years into that effort, controlled user studies showed that, in fact, being told the results of state-of-the-art fault localization techniques does not help non-expert developers fix defects faster [61] and can even weaken programmers' abilities in fault detection [88]. However, in industrial settings and for expert developers, automated debugging can accelerate fixing defects [61, 87]. The question with APR is similar. Intuition suggests that having access to potential patches should speed up debugging. But it is also possible that access to ready-made patches may reduce developer understanding of the defect, and that even just the possibility that the patch might be incorrect may delay and delay the manual repair process. Further, incorrect patches might increase the chance that developers deploy lower quality solutions than if they had no APR help at all. Overall, access to APR patches could help developers, but it could instead reduce their confidence in the solution or reduce the quality of the solution and of the codebase more generally.

We designed and executed a user study with 40 graduate and senior undergraduate college student developers, each performing four debugging tasks on real-world defects from real-world open-source systems. At the start of each task, the developer was either shown no suggestion for how to fix the defect, or given access to one of three types of suggestions: a correct developer-written suggestion, a correct APR-generated suggestion, or a deceptive APR-generated suggestion that passed all the developer-written tests in the project but failed to fully repair the underlying defect (and so would fail some other tests). The developers did not know where the suggestion came from, if it was human-written or computer-generated, and if it was correct. All suggestions passed all the developer-written tests, as that is the goal of APR. We generated the suggestions using three state-of-the-art APR tools that represent three most popular APR approaches: TBar [39], SimFix [25], and Recoder [98]. We then measured whether the patch each participant submitted, if any, was correct, incorrect, or plausible (passed the project's tests but failed to generalize to the intended behavior) and the time the debugging task took.

Our study answers five research questions:

RQ1: How do code suggestions affect debugging success?
Answer: Access to a code suggestion makes participants much more likely to submit a patch. A correct suggestion helps successfully repair defects (93.3% of participants did so). Access to a deceptive suggestion hinders that ability (67.5% of participants submitted overfitting patches in these situations).

RQ2: How does APR affect debugging success?
Answer: Access to a correct APR suggestion increases participant debugging success by 14,000%, compared to having access to only tests. Meanwhile access to a deceptive APR suggestion decreases that success by 65%. Correct suggestions are far more likely to help produce correct patches than deceptive suggestions are to hinder producing them.

RQ3: How do code suggestions affect debugging time?
Answer: Access to correct suggestions speeds up debugging, as compared to access to deceptive suggestions or no suggestions at all.

RQ4: How can the effect of deceptive suggestions be mitigated?
Answer: Participants recognize that deceptive suggestions are of lower quality than correct ones, but 67.5% of the participants still submit an overfitting patch when given a deceptive suggestion. Surprisingly, we find no evidence that programming experience improved the ability to recognize deceptive suggestions, submit patches, submit correct patches, or debug faster.

RQ5: How does APR use affect behavior?
Answer: Access to a correct suggestion helps participants understand the defects. Participants overwhelmingly like having access to suggestions and, on average, rate the likelihood they would use APR in the future as 9 out of 10.

Our study focuses on whether APR helps developers debug. Unfortunately, APR research has rarely tackled this question. A 2023 study found that while many papers motivate APR research as helpful to developers, fewer than 7% include an actual evaluation with users, and some of those included in the 7% consist of one-participant user study, while many focused on using developers to evaluate APR output, rather than how developers would be affected by it [85]. The closest study [73] to ours was conducted a decade ago, at the sunrise of APR research, and used patches produced by GenProg [37, 81] and Par [30], two of the earliest APR tools. That study applied GenProg and Par to five defects and used 44 students, 28 engineers, and 23 crowdsourced workers to evaluate whether access to patches helped improve developer debugging. The study classified patches into low- and high-quality based on human judgement, which correlated correctness, maintainability, and other factors [73].

2 AUTOMATED PROGRAM REPAIR

APR tackles the problem of automatically producing a patch for a defect, given some evidence of that defect. The most common form of APR requires a set of program tests, some of which fail, evidencing

---

1While this conclusion is counterintuitive, its possible explanations include that fault localization tools "ignore [and fail to support] the fact that understanding the root cause of a failure typically involves complex activities, such as navigating program dependencies and rerunning the program with different inputs" [61] and "interference between the mechanism of automated fault localization and the actual assistance needed by programmers in debugging" [88].

2The experimental protocol was approved by the UMass Amherst IRB, protocol #4298.
the defect (although some techniques have used bug reports, or bug reports and tests together [33, 53], or contracts [79]). The problem APR solves is, fundamentally, searching through a space of possible programs for one that satisfies some behavioral specification. The two key observations that make APR possible are that (1) when humans repair defects, they tend to make a small number of changes, so the search process can be confined to programs similar to the buggy program, and (2) fault localization [27, 82, 83] can identify the lines of code most likely responsible for the defect. These two observations can significantly narrow the search space, leading APR tools to sometimes produce patches [38]. APR approaches typically use the program’s tests to validate the program variants they produce. If a variant passes all tests, it is considered to patch the defect. Hundreds of APR techniques have emerged over the last decade and a half, described in several recent surveys [17, 49, 50, 63]. Section 5 discusses these techniques in more detail, including how they produce variants.

While APR approaches only report patches if they pass all the tests available during repair, because tests and specifications are typically partial, the patches APR produces are not guaranteed to be correct [54, 65, 69]. Patches that pass all tests are known as plausible [65], whether they are correct or not. And patches that pass all the tests but do not properly repair the defect are said to overfit to the tests [54, 69]. Overfitting in APR has become “the grand challenge in today’s research on APR” [38].

Our study uses three representative, state-of-the-art APR tools, Recoder [98], SimFix [25], and TBar [39], as Section 3.3 will justify.

**Terminology:** In this paper, we use the term “suggestion” to refer to the developer-written or APR-generated code participants receive during debugging. Suggestions that properly implement the intended behavior are “correct,” but those that pass all the project’s tests while failing to generalize to the intended behavior are “deceptive.” The participants produce “patches” as a result of their debugging, which can be “correct,” “incorrect” if they fall at least one of the project’s tests, or “overfitting” if they pass the tests but fail to generalize to the intended behavior.

## 3 STUDY DESIGN

We performed a user study with 40 participants to measure the effects code suggestions on debugging. This section describes our study design and our data analysis methodology.

### 3.1 Research Questions

Our study aims to answer whether APR can help developers repair defects. Of course, if APR patches were always correct, the answer would be trivial, but a key challenge with APR is that it often produces incorrect patches [54],\(^3\) which is precisely why using APR output as suggestions for a manual repair process is a promising approach — one industry undertakes today [3, 44]. However, because APR sometimes produces deceptive suggestions, access to APR may hurt or may help debugging, in the large. Accordingly, our user study aims to answer five research questions to shed light on to how APR, and code suggestions in general, can affect debugging:

First, RQ1 asks how code suggestions (whether developer-written or APR-generated) can affect debugging success. Next, we focus on APR, with RQ2 asking how APR affects debugging success, as part of an analysis of the potential impact of APR as part of a tool-mediated but ultimately human-driven debugging process. Then, we study debugging speed, with RQ3 asking how code suggestions affect debugging time. Next, RQ4 investigates the possibility of mitigating the effect of deceptive suggestions. Finally, RQ5 explores the qualitative side of how APR affects developer behavior, including whether it causes developer to pretend to understand code they do not understand, and whether the developers’ experience in our study left a favorable impression of APR.

### 3.2 Participants

For our experiments, we had a total of 40 participants. All the participants were either graduate or senior undergraduate students in a Computer Science department. Of the participants, 25 self-described as male and 15 as female. Due to a survey execution error, we do not have age data for 13 of the 40 participants. For the data properly collected, the participants age varied from 21 to 34, with a median of 24.0 and standard deviation of 2.39. Their programming experience varied from 1 to 41 years, with a median of 6.0 and standard deviation of 6.49. Experience with Java varied from 0 to 8 years, with a median of 1.75 years and standard deviation of 2.17 years. The participants were students in two software engineering courses at a university. None had prior experience with APR.

### 3.3 APR tools

We selected three APR tools to satisfy the following criteria. Each tool must represent state-of-the-art modern APR, including in terms of the quality of the code suggestions they produce. The tools together must represent the three types of heuristic-based APR tools, machine-learning-based, low-level-transformation-based, and template-based (recall Section 2). Each tool must have been evaluated on the Defects4J dataset [28] (see Section 3.4) and the code suggestions it produced for those defects, both correct and deceptive, must be publicly available.

Our criteria led to the following three APR tools. Recoder\(^4\) [98] is a machine-learning tool that learns from a dataset of historical bug fixes. Recoder uses neural machine translation to formulate the APR problem as translating buggy code sequences into a correct code sequences. SimFix [25] uses low-level code mutations and transformations from existing patches to formulate a search space, and then intersects that search space with code snippets similar to the buggy code. Finally, TBar [39] uses a set of predefined repair templates.

### 3.4 Defects

Our study had participants undertake debugging tasks consisting of fixing a defect in a software system. We used the Defects4J dataset of

---

\(^3\)In fact, humans, when debugging, can, similarly to APR, produce patches that pass tests but fail to generalize to the intended specification, as has been observed in prior work [69, 95], and in the course of our study (Figure 2 will show that the participants submitted 11 overfitting patches even when they were not given a deceptive suggestion.)

\(^4\)While the Recoder evaluation [98] unfortunately did not make Recoder’s deceptive suggestions available, the authors later identified that several of the generated code suggestions the evaluation marked as correct were, in fact, deceptive: https://github.com/psunsph/Recoder/blob/master/Result/out.
We retrieved all of the code suggestions from the original tool’s re-
We then verified that the selected 9 defects were neither trivial nor
(APR tools produced a deceptive code suggestion for the defect,
(3) the defect was not so trivial that it could be fixed in under
nontrivial portion of the defects.
Every defect
out those defects whose correct APR suggestions were different
did not select is denoted ✓) in Figure 1). Our goal was to ensure
To ensure a balanced distribution of the three tools across the two
to do so would have been too restrictive for this dataset.)
3.5 Debugging Tasks
At the start of the study, the participant was asked to fill out a con-
researchers. Then, the study administrator introduced the participant
to the environment, and instructed them perform four debugging
tasks, sequentially. Each debugging task lasted 30 minutes, though
we asked participants to stop at 30 minutes, some worked a little longer before stopping.
We further allowed participants who had left over time from some
tasks to return to earlier, unfinished tasks. The participants used
for debugging tasks. When the participant started,
eclipse workspace had already been prepared, containing four
projects for four randomly selected defects from our nine study
defects. Within the Eclipse projects, the participant had access to
all of the project’s unit tests and source code (though the failing
defects. Within the Eclipse projects, the participant had access to
an Eclipse workspace had already been prepared, containing four
projects for four randomly selected defects from our nine study
defects. Within the Eclipse projects, the participant had access to
all of the project’s unit tests and source code (though the failing
defects. Within the Eclipse projects, the participant had access to
all of the project’s unit tests and source code (though the failing
defects. Within the Eclipse projects, the participant had access to
all of the project’s unit tests and source code (though the failing
defects. Within the Eclipse projects, the participant had access to
all of the project’s unit tests and source code (though the failing
defects. Within the Eclipse projects, the participant had access to
all of the project’s unit tests and source code (though the failing
defects. Within the Eclipse projects, the participant had access to
all of the project’s unit tests and source code (though the failing
defects. Within the Eclipse projects, the participant had access to
all of the project’s unit tests and source code (though the failing
defects. Within the Eclipse projects, the participant had access to
all of the project’s unit tests and source code (though the failing
defects. Within the Eclipse projects, the participant had access to
all of the project’s unit tests and source code (though the failing
defects. Within the Eclipse projects, the participant had access to
all of the project’s unit tests and source code (though the failing
defects. Within the Eclipse projects, the participant had access to
all of the project’s unit tests and source code (though the failing
defects. Within the Eclipse projects, the participant had access to
all of the project’s unit tests and source code (though the failing
defects. Within the Eclipse projects, the participant had access to
all of the project’s unit tests and source code (though the failing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>defectID</th>
<th>description</th>
<th>correct</th>
<th>deceptive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chart</td>
<td>Misuse of a setter method.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lang</td>
<td>Unnecessary whitespace-handling code needs to be deleted.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lang</td>
<td>Missing nullness check results in a NullPointerException.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lang</td>
<td>Missing return in a switch statement.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>Use of a wrong variable as an argument.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>Unnecessary assignment code needs to be deleted.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>Wrong comparison used for NaN values.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>Wrong comparison used for complex numbers.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mockito</td>
<td>Missing nullness check results in a NullPointerException.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Summary of the nine defects from the Defects4J benchmark used in our study. Note that while both Recoder (denoted ✓) and SimFix produce (different) correct suggestions for Math 50, our study only uses the SimFix’ suggestion.
expanded the project until starting the survey as the debugging time for that task. The survey asked for responses to four prompts: “Explain briefly the cause of the bug you just worked on. If you could not identify the cause, say that.”, “Explain briefly how you repaired the bug. If you could not repair it, say that.”, “If you were given a suggested patch when you started debugging this bug, describe whether this patch was helpful or not helpful in your debugging.”, and “If you were given a suggested patch when you started debugging this bug, how would you describe the patch’s quality on a scale of 0 to 10?”

Each of the four tasks was part of one of four treatments. In the “no suggestion” treatment, the participant received no additional information. In the other three treatments, the participant received a code suggestion. The participants were told that “the code suggestion may or may not help you fix the defect. You are free to use these suggestions however you wish.” They were also told that “a correct fix will make all tests pass. But passing all the tests does not necessarily mean that the bug is fixed.” In the “developer suggestion” treatment, the suggestion was the projects’ minimized, developer-written defect repair. In the “APR correct suggestion” treatment, the suggestion was generated by one of our APR tools and correctly repaired the defect. Finally, in the “APR deceptive suggestion” treatment, the suggestion was generated by one of our APR tools but did not correctly repair the defect, though passed all of the projects’ tests. (For brevity, we omit “suggestion” from the treatment names.)

The participants were not told what kind of code suggestions they received, nor whether it was correct. They could apply it and run the projects tests, though all suggestions made all the tests pass, by design.

After finishing the four debugging task sessions, each participant was asked to fill out an exit survey, which asked for demographic information, experience in programming, Java, and experience using Eclipse and JUnit. Finally, they were asked three multiple choice questions: “On a scale of 0 to 10, overall, what did you think of the quality of the suggested patches you were given, across all defects?”, “How would you describe your overall experience using the suggested patches when debugging?”, and “If you had access to a tool that automatically generated suggested patches like these for you, how likely are you to use such a tool in your everyday programming tasks, on a scale of 0 to 10?”

Prior to the study, we ran a small-scale pilot with two subjects to ensure the study ran smoothly and the instructions were clear. These extra subjects’ data are not included in this paper.

For each participant, we randomized the choice of the four of the nine defects, the treatment used for each defect, and the order in which the participant saw the defects (and, thus, the treatments).

Overall, our 40 participants performed 4 tasks, each, for a total of 160 debugging tasks completed. However, due to a property of the code suggestions, our results contain data for 169 debugging task measurements. All the correct suggestions generated by the three tools for our nine defects were different from the developer-written suggestions except for Math 33. Accordingly, the data for the four participants in the “APR correct” treatment and the five participants in the “developer” treatment for Math 33 were treated as both “APR correct” and “developer” treatments. Thus, in the data, it appears as if these nine participants worked on five tasks, each. This results in data for 45 “developer” and 44 “APR correct” treatment instances, instead of the expected 40, and a total of 169 tasks.

Out of 169 attempts, our study generated 150 total participant-written patches; 19 attempts resulted in participants generating no patch. We evaluated the patches written by the participants following the state-of-the-art patch evaluation methodology [54] that combines manual inspection (which has been empirically shown to be subjective and biased [35]) and objective independent-test-suite-based assessment (which, on its own, can be incomplete [35]). We first manually compared and marked as “correct” the participants’ patches that were identical to the developers’ suggested repairs or the APR-generated correct suggestions. We next manually compared and marked as “overfitting” the participants’ patches that were identical to the APR-generated deceptive suggestions. We then ran the developer tests included in the project on the remaining participant patches and marked as “incorrect” those that failed at least one test. For the remaining patches (which passed all the tests included in their projects) we used independently generated, high-coverage test suits to check if the participants’ patches failed any of these tests, marking those that failed at least one test as “overfitting”. For seven of the nine defects, we used the test suites generated by prior work [54]. Two defects, Math 96 and Mockito 29, did not have previously generated tests (because they were not repaired by APR tools prior to the state-of-the-art ones we use in our paper), and we followed the prior work’s methodology [54] to generate the test suites. The fraction of passing, independent tests denoted the quality of the participants’ patches. Finally, we manually examined the remaining six participant patches and reasoned about their correctness, attempting to generate behavior not covered by the independent test suits that might differ from the developer-written correct repair suggestion, and making an ultimate decision on patch correctness as “correct” or “overfitting”. (Figure 2, which Section 4.1 will describe, reports our patch classification results.)

### 3.7 Analysis methodology

RQ1–RQ4 evaluate quantifiable measurements surrounding participant performance on debugging tasks under the four treatment conditions. We measure the following four response variables related to participants’ debugging success:

- **Completion**: (binary variable) Whether the participant submitted a patch.
- **Correctness**: (categorical variable) As described in Section 3.6, we classified each participant’s patch as “correct,” “overfitting,” or “incorrect.” As a reminder, overfitting patches pass all of its project’s developer-written tests, but nonetheless exhibit incorrect behavior.

### 3.6 Data Collection

All the experiments were screen-recorded (with consent of the participants), and we used the recordings to conduct measurements for the study, such as the time to completion of each task. The final Eclipse workspaces for the debugging tasks were also saved, and we used the final patches participants produced to measure patch quality and correctness.
### 4 STUDY RESULTS

We now analyze our study results to answer our five research questions.

#### 4.1 RQ1: How Do Code Suggestions Affect Debugging Success?

Our first question focused on whether seeing code suggestions, developer-written or APR-generated, affected participants’ success in their debugging tasks. Recall that each participant performed four tasks, one per treatment, in a randomized order. Thus, we first checked if the task order affected participants’ success. A mixed-effects multivariate logistic regression model including order as a predictor (recall Section 3.7) showed that neither it nor its interaction with treatment contributed in a statistically significant way to predicting whether a participant correctly patched a defect. This suggests that subjects did not necessarily get better at fixing bugs with practice. We therefore follow standard practice and exclude order from the final models we built for this research question.

Figure 2 summarizes the correctness of the participants’ patches (our dependent variable) across treatments. First, there is a strong relationship between the participants being provided any suggestion and producing a correct patch: \( \chi^2 = 32.841 \) with \( p < 0.0001 \), allowing us to reject the null hypothesis.

**Finding:** Participants who received a code suggestion for fixing a defect were much more likely to submit a patch than those who received no suggestion.

While producing a patch is a start, the more interesting question is whether the patch is correct, and under what circumstances. The left-hand side of Figure 3 describes the mixed-effect multivariate logistic regression model predicting the participant submitting a correct patch (left) and an overfitting patch (right). For correct patches, the positive coefficients are statistically significant for correct APR and developer treatments, \( \alpha = 0.05 \). For the deceptive APR treatment, the negative coefficient is only weakly statistically significant, at \( \alpha = 0.1 \). For overfitting patches, only the positive coefficient for the deceptive APR treatment is statistically significant, at \( \alpha = 0.05 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant Patch</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Overfitting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>4.9839</td>
<td>-19.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer</td>
<td>2.7721</td>
<td>-0.3724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deceptive APR</td>
<td>-1.0226</td>
<td>2.7721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-0.5659</td>
<td>36.506</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Finding:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant Patch</th>
<th>Coeff.</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correct Patch</td>
<td>0.559</td>
<td>0.682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overfitting Patch</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>0.961</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We additionally examined the quantitative and open-ended survey responses to identify interesting trends in the participants’ behavior, which we examine in RQ5. For example, the participants’ explanations of the cause of the defect revealed insights into whether they understood the debugging task, and their rating of the likelihood that they would use an automated tool that generates coding suggestions in the future represented an overall measure of the quality of their debugging experience using APR.

In general, we aim to compare the distribution of dependent variables across the four treatment conditions. Our study design imposes constraints on these analyses. We must control both for the participants, as their debugging and programming skills will vary, and the debugging task difficulty, as some of the defects are likely to be more difficult to repair than others. There are multiple observations per participant, and the observations are thus not independent, and there may be learning effects. We therefore use mixed-effect multivariate regression models for our analyses and treat the participants and debugging tasks as random effects. We account for learning effects by including, along with the treatment, the number of patch attempts so far (0–3), and the interaction between number of attempts so far and treatment, as independent variables. We discuss other analyses particular to specific research questions in context.
Figure 4: Correlation between patch type and generated fix type. The area of a circle shows the absolute value of the corresponding correlation coefficient. Blue-colored circles represent positive association (attraction). Red-colored circles represent negative association (repulsion).

**Finding:** 93.3% of participants who received correct suggestions submitted correct patches. Receiving a correct suggestion helps successfully repair defects. We find no evidence that the source of the suggestion (APR or developer) matters; however, we do not evaluate whether informing participants of the source of the suggestion would have an effect.

Meanwhile, receiving a deceptive suggestion negatively correlates with submitting a correct patch (that relationship is only weakly significant, \( p = 0.0602 \)) and strongly positively correlated with submitting an overfitting patch (\( p < 0.0001 \)), as the right-hand side of Figure 3 shows. The \( R_m^2 \) and \( R_c^2 \) values suggest the model fits the data extremely well \( R_m^2 = 95.3 \) and \( R_c^2 = 96.1 \), confirmed with Type II Wald \( \chi^2 \) tests, and virtually all of the model’s variance explained by the fixed effects (that the provided suggestion was deceptive).

**Finding:** 67.5% of participants who received a deceptive suggestion submitted overfitting patches. Receiving a deceptive suggestion hurts the ability to successfully repair defects and increases the chances of submitting an overfitting patch.

A more interpretable representation of these relationships uses a \( \chi^2 \) test of independence between the treatments, which allows a visualization of the resulting residuals, shown in Figure 4. The area of a circle is the absolute value of the corresponding correlation coefficient. Positive residuals — a positive association between the suggestion and the patch type — are shown in blue, while negative residuals in red. The figure clearly visualizes our key observations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Coeff.</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>any APR</td>
<td>0.9656</td>
<td>0.0146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intercept</td>
<td>-0.5108</td>
<td>0.1178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi^2 )</td>
<td>5.9687</td>
<td>0.01456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fit</td>
<td>( R_m^2 = 0.0585 ) ( R_c^2 = 0.0585 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Model 2, IV: type of APR suggestion**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Coeff.</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>correct APR</td>
<td>4.9404</td>
<td>0.00018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deceptive APR</td>
<td>-1.0423</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intercept</td>
<td>-0.5551</td>
<td>0.2573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi^2 )</td>
<td>16.898</td>
<td>0.00021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fit</td>
<td>( R_m^2 = 0.6201 ) ( R_c^2 = 0.7128 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5:** Mixed-effect multivariate logistic regression parameters for two models, both predicting the participant submitting a correct patch. The top model compares the effect of any APR suggestion to having no suggestion, and bottom model separates out the effects of correct and deceptive APR suggestions. Access to any APR suggestion and to correct APR suggestions statistically significantly improves the chance of submitting a correct patch, while deceptive APR suggestions weakly statistically significantly decrease that chance.

**Finding:** Deceptive suggestions are strongly positively associated with producing overfitting patches and correct patches, regardless of source, are strongly positively associated with submitting correct patches. Receiving no suggestion is strongly associated with submitting no patch at all.

### 4.2 RQ2: How Does APR Affect Debugging Success?

We next focus on whether having access to APR affected debugging success, envisioning APR as part of a human-driven debugging process. We explore whether an APR tool providing suggestions to humans would be practically useful on balance, in light of the fact that some of those suggestions will be deceptive. To understand the implications of this real-world scenario, we build a mixed-effect multivariate logistic regression to explicitly look at and compare the effects of an APR suggestion (whether correct or deceptive) to no suggestion at all. (Thus, we exclude the developer-written suggestions from this model.)

Figure 5 describes two mixed-effect logistic multivariate regression models for predicting the participant submitting a correct patch based on APR-provided suggestions. The top model compares access to any APR suggestion to having no suggestion at all. The relationship between being given any APR suggestion and producing a correct patch is positive and significant at \( \alpha = 0.05 \), but the model does not fit the data very well \( R_c^2 = 5.85\% \), which suggests that our model accurately predicts patch correctness, on average, but suffers from high variability. The bottom model separates the
4.3 RQ3: How Do Code Suggestions Affect Debugging Time?

Having understood the effect of code suggestions and APR on debugging success, we now look at their effect on debugging time. Figure 6 summarizes debugging time distributions across the treatments. The mean debugging times for the “no suggestion” treatment (1,492 seconds = 24.9 minutes) and “deceptive APR” treatment (1,409 seconds = 23.5 minutes) are higher than for the “developer” treatment (994 seconds = 16.6 minutes) and the “correct APR” treatment (1,178 seconds = 19.6 minutes). Combined, the mean debugging time for both treatments use correct suggestions (“developer” and “correct APR”) was 1,087 seconds = 18.1 minutes.

We follow a similar analysis approach to determine if these differences are statistically meaningful as we do for patch correctness, instead modeling time (a continuous variable). By contrast with correctness, task order does have a statistically significant effect in a model for task completion time, and so we include it in our analysis. Although participants did not necessarily get better at debugging defects correctly over time, they do appear to have gotten faster.

Both treatment and task order have a statistically significant effect on the model ($p < 0.0001$ for treatment, $p = 0.0089$ for presentation order, for Type II Wald $\chi^2$ tests). Because our concern is whether the apparent differences in completion time in Figure 6 are meaningful, we omit the full model in the interest of brevity and instead focus on the results of a post hoc analysis using Tukey’s procedure to compare the means between treatment types.

Figure 7 shows the p-values corresponding to whether the differences in the means of the row and column category are meaningful (with statistically significant differences in bold). We observe that:

- Both developer and correct APR suggestions improve debugging time, compared to having no suggestion.
- Debugging time using deceptive suggestions is not significantly different from time required with no suggestion at all.
- Debugging time when using developer suggestions is significantly slower than debugging time using deceptive suggestions.
- There is not a significant difference between correct APR and developer suggestions in terms of debugging time.

Finding: Compared to having no help from APR, receiving a correct APR suggestion increases participant debugging success by 14,000%, while receiving a deceptive APR suggestion decreases participant debugging success by 65% and increases the chance of submitting an overfitting patch. Correct suggestions are far more likely to help produce correct patches than deceptive suggestions are to hinder producing them, although the overall benefit of using APR depends on the impact of correct and overfitting patches and on the APR tool’s correct to deceptive suggestion ratio.

Finding: Developers with access to correct suggestions, whether developer-written or APR-generated, tend to debug faster than those with no suggestions or deceptive suggestions.
Figure 8: Distribution of the participants’ ratings of the quality of the code suggestions. Red lines indicate each group’s mean values.

4.4 RQ4: How Can the Effect of Deceptive Suggestions Be Mitigated?

A key to using APR effectively when debugging is being able to tell whether the code suggestion is deceptive. After completing tasks with deceptive suggestions, when responding to “Describe whether this patch was helpful or not helpful in your debugging,” example participant quotes include “The patch given is wrong” from participant 15, “The patch resulted in all the test cases passing (I think), but I don’t think it was a real solution (treating symptoms rather than disease)” from participant 11, “It was helpful to remove the error. But I have this suspicion that the patch was not correct” from participant 16, “The patch was not helpful, I think it was misleading” from participant 31, and “It helped me pass all test cases. However, I am unsure whether or not this fixed the bug” from participant 39. These quotes suggest some participants could tell deceptive suggestions were deceptive. Thus, we further explore whether participants can recognize deceptive suggestions.

Recall that after each debugging task, the participants were asked to rate the task’s suggestion’s quality on a scale of 0 to 10. Figure 8 summarizes the distribution of those ratings. The mean quality rating of the deceptive APR suggestions was 6.05 and of the correct APR suggestions, 8.75. This difference is statistically significant, p < 0.0001. For developer suggestions, the mean quality rating was 8.17, which is also statistically significantly different from that of deceptive suggestions (p < 0.0001), but indistinguishable from the correct APR suggestions.

Finding: Participants were often able to recognize that deceptive suggestions were of lower quality than correct suggestions, producing some hope that, with practice, developers can use APR more effectively to help debug. Still, 67.5% of the participants who received a deceptive suggestion submitted an overfitting patch, suggesting that recognizing low quality may not be enough to sufficiently mitigate deceptive suggestion’s impact.

It is possible that more experienced developers are less susceptible to deceptive APR suggestions. We evaluated whether self-reported programming experience interacted with suggestion type to predict debugging success in a mixed-effects linear model, as well as whether self-reported experience correlated with a participant’s ratings differentiating between deceptive and correct APR suggestions. We found no statistically significant relationships in these models. We, therefore, find no quantitative evidence that experience improved identification of low-quality suggestions. This suggests that novice developers may already be well equipped to distinguish between high- and low-quality suggestions while debugging. Further, we investigated whether experience predicted submitting a patch, debugging success, or debugging speed, or interacted with suggestion type for the models from RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3, and also found no statistically significant relationships. Thus, we found no evidence that experience mitigated the negative effects of deceptive patches or contributed to more success in using APR. This surprising observation is potentially encouraging as APR may find uses for both experienced and inexperienced developers.

Finding: Surprisingly, we observe no quantitative evidence that more experienced participants are better able to differentiate high- and low-quality patches, and to benefit differently from suggestions and APR, than less-experienced participants. Thus, APR may be beneficial for developers with a range of experience.

4.5 RQ5: How Does APR Use Affect Behavior?

One concern with using APR is that it could allow developers who do not understand the code to get away with simply submitting low-quality patches. Recall that in the after-task survey, we asked developers to explain the underlying defect in each task. We examined these responses to identify cases in which the participants did or did not understand the defect. For example, some responses only stated the failing test outcome or symptom, or the function the test called, with no further explanation, e.g., participant 2 explained the defect as “It was due to a null pointer exception.” and participant 38 said “The bug is caused by flaws in the compareTo function.” These explanations provide only symptom- or surface-level features of the bug rather than demonstrating genuine understanding. Some participants explicitly stated they could not identify the bug. The survey also asked the participants to explain their bug repairs, and their answers could also indicate understanding (or lack thereof). For example, participant 36 stated that “A patch was given and using that suggestion in the code helped resolve the test failure”; others stated outright that they could not repair the bug.

Our data indicate that suggestion quality strongly impacts participants’ understanding of the defects. In 27 of the 89 (30.3%) times participants received correct suggestions (whether APR-generated or developer-provided), the participants failed to demonstrate understanding of the underlying defect, compared to 30 of the 40 (75%) cases where participants received deceptive suggestions; this difference is statistically significant at α = 0.05 (via a z-test for differences in proportions).
Regardless of suggestion source, participants often submitted patches even when they did not understand the underlying defect: 20 of the 27 times (74%) for correct suggestions, and 23 of the 30 times (76%) for deceptive suggestions. These proportions are indistinguishable statistically. As to the remaining cases, when starting from a correct suggestion, 3 times, participants augmented a correct suggestion with extra code that, nonetheless, resulted in a correct patch; 2 wrote a different patch from scratch; 1 failed to submit a patch; and 1 thought the defect was in the test and modified the test instead. For those who received deceptive suggestions, 1 failed to submit a patch, and 6 wrote different patches from scratch.

Finding: Having access to a correct suggestion significantly improved the odds of the participants understanding the defect. However, when the participants failed to understand the defect, there was no difference in whether they used the suggestion as a patch between correct and deceptive suggestions.

Finally, we wanted to gauge the overall impression participants had of debugging with code suggestions. In the exit survey, we asked them to “describe their overall experience using the suggested patches when debugging,” with the possible answer choices of “they helped me fix the bugs,” “they helped me locate the bugs but not directly fix them,” “they directed me in the right direction,” and “they confused me.” Of all the participants, 90.0% said that the suggestions helped them fix the bugs (47.5%) or helped them locate but not directly fix them (42.5%). Only 7.5% said the suggestions directed them in the right direction, and only 2.5% (one participant) said they confused him. Further, when asked how likely they are to use a tool that automatically generates suggested patches, their responses’ mean rating was 9.0 on a scale of 0 to 10 (standard deviation of 1.6). Overall, participants overwhelmingly found suggestions useful when debugging and would use APR tools in the future.

4.6 Threats to Validity

To support external validity of our results, we used the well-established Defects4J benchmark of real-world projects with defects that occurred during development [28]. However, our study design required selecting defects for which at least two of three state-of-the-art APR tools produced a patch. This selection could have biased our study toward specific types of defects APR is more likely to work on, such as perhaps simpler defects. We partially mitigated this risk by ensuring the defects were not too easy to debug.

Our user study used 40 participants, which is within range of higher data confidence and is above average for similar user studies [4, 11, 26, 55, 69]. We used students, but studies have demonstrated that conclusions based on evaluations that use students can generalize to the broader developer community [64, 67].

We report results of proper statistical tests, including effect sizes, for all our findings, increasing the chance our claims generalize. To improve reproducibility, we release our study materials and anonymized data. However, to be practical, our study makes several design decisions that could affect generalizability to real world scenarios. The participants were given a target of 30 minutes to complete each debugging task, whereas such a limit is unlikely in the real world. The participants worked alone and could not seek the help of other developers. The participants were not the original developers of the projects they were debugging. Finally, our study did not investigate whether informing the participants of the source of the code suggestion they were given, e.g., telling them an automated tool produced the suggestion, would affect behavior.

5 RELATED WORK

APR techniques have historically been categorized into heuristic, learning-based or constraint-based repair [38]. Heuristic repair techniques use a set of heuristic modification strategies or edit templates and a generate-and-test methodology to search through the space of possible patched programs. Each variant, produced by instantiating one or more edit templates, is validated using the program’s tests. If a variant passes all tests, it is considered to patch the defect.

Heuristics can come from one of three possible sources. The first is a set of low-level code mutations, deletions, and insertions that either delete or copy code from elsewhere (e.g., other parts of the project), or mutate it by, e.g., changing a + to a -. GenProg is one of the early examples of such an APR technique [37, 81], with many more recent advances since [18, 25, 62, 76, 84]. The second is a set of manually defined templates for changing the code, e.g., extracted from manual inspections of human-written fixes, as in the case of Par [30] and TBar [39]. The third is a set of templates for changing the code learned automatically, via machine learning [8, 22, 32, 41, 98]. Learning-based techniques [43, 86, 89, 93] for producing fixed code directly have recently received a boost from advances in neural techniques and large language models.

Constraint-based repair approaches, such as AutoFix-E [79], SOS-Repair [1], Clara [21], SearchRepair [29], Angelix [47], and SemGraft [46], translate the behavioral information available from tests or specifications into constants. Then, they synthesize patches guaranteed by construction to satisfy those constraints, though these patches may not necessarily repair the defect as the constraints are typically partial. Finally, these approaches again validating the patches using tests, sometimes generated against a reference implementation [46].

Researchers have attempted many approaches to improve APR repair rates and patch quality. For example, the effectiveness of the underlying fault localization has been shown to have significant impact [40], and so different localization strategies can improve APR [2, 24, 33, 42, 72, 90]. Advances in heuristic-based search for candidate patch generating can similarly improve APR [25, 37, 41, 62, 76], as can learning-based methods [8, 22, 66], and improved patch-validation methodologies [75, 77, 91, 94, 96]. Automatically inferring test oracles from specifications [5, 20, 52, 97], and then increasing the quality of tests used for repair can, similarly, improve patch quality. While not true in general APR applications, in some domains, the overfitting problem can be solved through other means. For example, for synthesis and repair of formal verification proofs, a theorem prover provides an absolute oracle of correctness [12–14, 68, 92]. And if a reference implementation is available for the program being repaired, comparing behavior to that implementation can reduce overfitting [46]. For repair of meta properties, such as software fairness [6, 16], statistical analyses
of observed behavior can provide high-confidence guarantees of correctness [19, 23, 48, 74, 78]. Yet for repair of other properties, such as those of the data software uses, testing remains the best available approach [56, 57].

APR can be evaluated along many dimensions, such as the quality of the patches it produces [54], the impact of other technology on APR success [40], the maintainability of its patches [15], its effectiveness on real-world defects [10, 36, 45, 54, 70], etc. While many APR efforts focus on full automation, the notion of combining APR with manual debugging has been around for nearly two decades [80], and some evaluations have focused on humans, either to judge the patches, or observe the impact on humans.

Less than 7% of APR research papers include an evaluation with users, and some that do are rudimentary (e.g., a single participant) [85]. In 2014, a study [73] with 44 students, 28 engineers, and 23 crowdsourced workers conducted an evaluation of APR patches produced by very early APR tools (GenProg [37, 81] and Par [30]). The study measured the impact of access to defect locations, low-quality suggestions, and high-quality suggestions on debugging; suggestion quality was judged by humans, conflating correctness, maintainability, and other factors. The study found that 71% of patches submitted by participants with access to high-quality suggestions were correct, whereas 48% were correct for participants with access only to the defect location, and 33% with access to low-quality suggestions. With high-quality suggestions, participants took an average of 14.7 minutes to produce a patch, but 17.6 minutes with defect location, and 16.3 minutes with low-quality suggestions. By contrast, with the benefit of a decade of APR research, our study uses more advanced, state-of-the-art APR tools, slightly more defects, and more precise methodologies for evaluating patch quality [35, 54, 65, 69]. Further, our study evaluates the impact of both the APR-generated and developer-written code suggestions. Our results support the prior study’s finding that (for our more rigorous definition of quality) high-quality suggestions improve and low-quality suggestions hurt both debugging speed and the quality of the resulting patches.

Other APR user studies are complementary to ours. Cambronero et al. [7] gave all participants code with a single-line defect, tests, and which line contained the defect. Half of participants had access to five APR-generated code suggestions, all modifying the defective line, and all validated to pass the tests, but only one of which was correct. Access to the five code suggestions neither increased the correctness of the submitted patches, nor reduced the time to produce patches. Meanwhile Noller et al. [59] surveyed 103 participants from software companies and crowdsourcing platforms to gauge their opinions of APR. They found that without in-depth manual review, fulltime developers did not trust APR suggestions and wanted to see evidence of patch correctness; that participants expected APR to produce suggestions within 30–60 minutes and not to interact with APR directly; and that additional artifacts, such as tests or analysis results can increase trust.

6 CONTRIBUTIONS

Relatively little research has investigated the impact of APR on the human-driven debugging process, despite the fact that industrial APR deployments follow this approach [3, 44]. Our 40-developer controlled user study investigated precisely that impact, showing that the benefits of correct APR suggestions may be significantly greater than the risks of deceptive ones. Developers showed a strong ability to identify deceptive APR suggestions, even if, ultimately, they were driven to produce overfitting patches from such suggestions, perhaps implying that further experience with using APR for manual debugging can improve the process. Surprisingly, however, we found no evidence that programming experience improved the effect of APR on debugging. Overall, our study provides strong evidence of promise for APR-mediated, human-driven debugging, despite existing challenges in APR-generated repair quality.
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